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Introduction
This paper defines an Operating Framework for Industry Skills Development
focused on HOW to effect lasting and beneficial change, the missing link in
key industry reform.

Strategic Context
Policy Landscape. In the PM’s speech to the
National Press Club on 26th May 2020, the
Government’s aspiration for vocational education
was laid bare. Simply put, the Government wants
Australians better trained for the jobs of the
future and for trade and skills education to be the
‘first-best option’ for many.
The PM stated that the National Agreement for
Skills and Workforce Development is fundamen‑
tally flawed and that while his Government was
gearing up to invest more, it would not throw
additional money into a bad system. He also
identified that efficient national pricing and
activity-based funding models would be a real
step forward to stimulate:
• better linking of funding to actual forward
looking skills needs, based on what the
market requires,
• system simplification to reduce distortions
and achieve greater consistency
between jurisdictions,
• improved funding, transparency and
performance monitoring, and
• better coordination of subsidies, loans and
other sources of funding, so it goes where it
needs to go.
The Government has set the foundation for
a competitive funding model that rewards training
providers who demonstrate that funding goes
where it needs to go. This creates clear potential
for winners and losers in a competition for funds.

Strategic Disruptions. In addition to the above
strategic policy move, other factors are disrupting
and re-shaping vocational education. The two
main factors are:
• the gap between what students and
business need, compared to what’s on offer,
and
• COVID-19.
The first shift has been a low-and-slow disruption,
driven by:
• increasing appetite, on behalf of students
and businesses, for educational products
delivered in contemporary ways and
timeframes to better suit business and
apprentice/trainee needs, and
• what seems to be an impossible balancing
act where significant uplift and innovation on
tight budgets is needed.
The second disruption, in response to COVID-19,
has been sharp with commendable industry
responses, often on the back of heroic efforts of
individuals and RTOs.
These combined disruptive forces have magnified
the impacts of the long-term structural fault‑
lines that have been well reported in recent years
including the Joyce Report1, the VET Reform
Roadmap2 and the Productivity Commission
Interim Report3.

1

Strengthening Skills: Expert Review of Australia’s Vocational Education and Training System, The Honourable Steven Joyce,
Commonwealth of Australia 2019

2

Vocational Educational Training Reform Roadmap, Skills Senior Official’s Network

3

National Agreement for Skills & Workforce Development (NASWD) Review – Productivity Commission Interim report, May 2020
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The Case for Change. The Joyce Report raises
concerns about whether the current VET system
can deliver flexible work-based learning to meet
the skills demands of future work. Joyce argues
for a significant upgrade to the architecture of VET.
At an industry level, there are varying views on
details, but no arguments to the contrary and the
case-for-change seems immutable. Therefore,
the future of skills training must be a model that
is responsive to student and employer needs.
Training excellence will start with education
providers having a strong understanding of
industry and student requirements, and tailoring
their training services and products accordingly.
The VET Reform Roadmap and Productivity
Commission Interim Report go further and set
out WHAT to change. Again, there is a strong
consensus amongst educators on the WHAT;
however, the missing link is the HOW.

Scope
This white paper does not attempt to predict
future policy direction. This paper focuses
on defining an implementable framework for
RTO’s, that addresses HOW to realise effective,
sustainable and affordable change.
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Core Challenges
Within the above context and scope, there are
four core challenges, and finding the balance
between these often competing needs within the
boundaries of the relevant state funding model, is
what this framework aims to address:
1. Modernisation of Delivery and Assessment
2. Being Truly Student-Centred
3. Employer and Industry engagement
4. Business Management

CHALLENGE 1

Modernisation of Delivery
and Assessment
At a macro-level, there is a misalignment between
traditional delivery and the modern needs and
expectations of students as described by Milton
Owen from the Australian Industry Group:

have their genesis
“ Apprenticeships
in at least medieval times. The

expectations of today’s youth
about work have changed, and high
apprenticeship attrition rates may
signal that the current pathway to a
trade qualification is unattractive to
many people”.4

4

Giving apprentices a say in their future, Milton Owen, Australian Industry Group, NCVER Building Researcher Capacity
Community of Practice Scholarship Program, Commonwealth of Australia 2016
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Anne Jones, Emeritus Professor Victoria
University, believes institutions have neither the
capability nor capacity for innovation. Conflicting
demands on the educator time with high admin‑
istration and compliance loads, plus the need to
maintain currency and trades contacts impede
modernisation.5
Additionally, in response to COVID-19, educators
have anecdotally noted that apprentices
(in particular), have not adapted well to online
learning6. The causal effect here may be partially
to do with the quality and nature of online delivery
and assessment in combination with the time
required to support a student to be comfortable
navigating the online learning environment. While
COVID-19 in the short-term, presents severe
challenges for VET teachers and learners alike, it
may ultimately result in more robust and resilient
VET systems if the right choices are made today7.
In other words, COVID-19 is as much an oppor‑
tunity for sustained and fundamental change as
it is a short-term ‘crisis’ response. What is clear is
that long-term delivery and assessment must be
innovative, adaptable, authentic, valid, current,
financially viable, and most importantly, must
address market‑defined needs.
The main barriers to modernisation are charac‑
terised by:
• fixed learning options,
• inequitable metro and regional learning
approaches and opportunities,
• universal behaviours of deflecting
administration back to educators with
adverse productivity outcomes,
• lack of time and funding available for
educators to meet modern education
demands and expectations, and
• the difference in scheduling needs of RTO’s
and employers.

CHALLENGE 2

Being Truly Student‑Centred
The appetite, demand and underlying need for
traditionally structured learning is changing. The
recent broadening of the Government’s position
on micro-credentialing and demands for tradeready skilling in responsive timelines are far
different from traditional multi-year apprentice‑
ships.
There is a strong belief among some educators
that skills training requires fully face-to-face
delivery and cannot be taught or assessed even
partially online. This view must be challenged to
ensure that institutions are well-positioned to
offer relevant future learning, in the way that the
market demands.
Current apprenticeship and traineeship models
remain focused on institute and educator
needs, rather than student personal and educa‑
tional needs. The primary focus must shift so
that RTO’s can enable students to develop as
adaptable life-long learners. New models must
be student-centred so that students can become
masters of their education (Owen, NCVER Occa‑
sional Paper8). The VET sector must also deliver
outcome-focused
student-centric
quality
training to prevent industry skill and capacity
gaps to keep pace with the rate of techno‑
logical change9.
The main barriers getting in the way of being
genuinely student-centred are:
• outdated education delivery, material
and technology,
• gaps in student mentoring,
• educator capacity to change from
traditional learning practices to agile
student‑centric learning,
• rigid learning timeframes suited to the
institution, not the student or employer,
• perceptions that online delivery does
not have any place in the skills training
space, and
• a lack of visible educational paths
and upskilling.

5

University of Melbourne, Vocational Education for the 21st Century, Anne Jones, August 2018
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In conversation with educators during the Covid-19 period

7

VET in a time of crisis: Building foundations for resilient vocational education and training systems, OECD 2020
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Giving apprentices a say in their future, Milton Owen, Australian Industry Group, NCVER Building Researcher Capacity
Community of Practice Scholarship Program, Commonwealth of Australia 2016

9

Strengthening Skills: Expert Review of Australia’s Vocational Education and Training System, The Honourable Steven Joyce,
Commonwealth of Australia 2019
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CHALLENGE 3

CHALLENGE 4

Employer and Industry Engagement

Business Management

The business of education must be shaped, in no
small measure, by the market it serves. However,
too often, there are structural disconnects
between RTOs, employers and industries. Change
here is essential, with excellent employer and
industry engagement crucial in ensuring appren‑
tices and trainees develop the skills needed for
the businesses that employ them.

Government funding reforms over the past
decade, and the strategic context outlined above,
confirm a clear trajectory: RTO’s must function as
viable businesses.

In a practical sense, issues arise here due to
systemic blockers driven by a broad set of often
competing requirements that RTO’s must satisfy,
and the varying levels of engagement required
from individual employers.
To move forward, RTO’s must implement a range
of strategies to promote industry engagement
and systematically use the intel they gain to
ensure future industry relevance of educational
offerings. The main challenges to overcome
here are:
• able to deal with different types of employers
(i.e. large industry to small business),

Putting arguments aside as to whether or not this
policy trajectory is correct, the fact remains that
current and future Governments will continue in
this direction. In response, RTO’s have broadly
been slow in supporting and upskilling key staff in
commercial thinking and business-of-education
practices, with generally poor business outcomes
as a result.
The main challenges in the adoption of the
much needed business-of-education ways of
working are:
• a low-appetite for, and poor understanding
of, the cost of education delivery and
student retention (i.e. what are the costs of
acquisition, cost of retention, costs to serve
at a granular level),

• differing needs and requirements from
employers and students,

• universal behaviours of deflecting
administration back to educators with
adverse productivity outcomes,

• satisfying often competing demands of
various fields within one sector,

• poor business acumen to develop industry
partnerships for donations and sponsorship,

• access to contemporary equipment,

• income leakage due to poor systemisation,

• untimely apprentice and trainee
progress reports,

• lack of identified future learning
skills pathways,

• budgets and real-world costs in educating
students, and

• lack of processes and guidelines that
unnecessarily increase operating costs,

• lack of time and funding for the development
of innovative delivery including online course
creation, to meet student, employer and
industry demand.

• limited upgrade to apprenticeship and
training equipment and learning spaces, and
• the overall impact of industrial
relations constraints.
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A Practical Framework
For RTO’s to move forward, a practical framework
is needed that addresses:
• the skills training challenges outlined in the
previous section, and
• an affordable delivery tempo
through incremental, modular and
staggered implementation.

Figure 2

For ease of reference, a set of high-level require‑
ments has been developed and distilled from
the above core challenges - see Figure 2 (below).
This set of requirements is a critical input into
our implementable operating framework that is
described in detail in the next section.

Top-Line Requirements for an Implementable Operating Framework

Modernisation of Delivery and Assessment
• Student-centric learning options — metro,
regional, remote, workplace, online
and campus,
• Adaptive to changing industry and
employer needs,
• Teachers Teach and Administrators
Administer, and
• Equal learning opportunities between regional
and metro areas.

Being Truly Student-Centred
• Understanding learning needs
and circumstances,
• Identifying immediate and long-term
career goals,
• Adapt learning to abilities, capacity and
desired completion timeframes,

Business Management
• Increase income through diversified
modern products,
• Consistent and efficient operational
processes and practices - right people doing
the right job at the right time. Free up teachers
to be more innovative and student centric,
• Focus on consistent user experience student, employer and staff,
• Accurately cost delivery and assessment,
• Develop mutually beneficial
industry partnerships,
• Seek sponsorships and donations to update
equipment and facilities,
• Consider employer needs and skills
recognition, and
• Cater for short-and long-term skills goals.

Employer and Industry Engagement

• Skills recognition and learning plans that are
realistic and adaptable,

• Timely and informative employer reporting,

• Higher completion rates through
ongoing mentoring,

• Identification of organised learning
opportunities on the job,

• Learner progress monitoring and reporting,
and

• Individualised apprentice learning plans that
accommodate employer needs, and

• 24x7 learning options (differing modes).

• Partnering with RTO in the education of their
apprentice - progress and agreed touchpoints
and engagement strategies.
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Our Implementable
Operating Framework
In creating the required Operating Framework,
we have:

employers have ready access to a highly
skilled and adaptable workforce while
acknowledging industry has shared
responsibility for growing a skilled
economy, and

• addressed the high-level requirements
listed above,
• reused the COAG Skills Council three
priorities areas of Relevance, Quality and
Accessibility10, and

- delivers real opportunities and outcomes
for all Australians regardless of geographic,
social or personal circumstances,
including access for learners in regional,
rural and remote areas, and to foundational
skills when individuals need them.

• considered the seven COAG vision
statements for VET system transformation, of
which three are relevant:
- is flexible in providing skills at all points
in an individual’s career cycle whether it
be foundational training, initial training,
upskilling or re-skilling,

The Operating Framework (Figure 3, below) also
responds directly to Joyce and the VET Reform
Roadmap11, and we’ve consciously adopted a
similar look and feel to the latter.

- is responsive to the needs of private
industry and the public sector, ensuring

Figure 3
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The Council of Australian Governments (COAG) Shared Vision for Vocational Education & Training (VET), 9 August 2019
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Vocational Educational Training Reform Roadmap, Skills Senior Official’s Network
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The Operating Framework takes a holistic view
of the business of educating apprentices and
trainees and provides a structure and options for
RTOs to mix and match responsibilities to meet
localised needs.
The framework facilitates the RTO to:

For an optimum operating environment, the
framework requires the RTO also to provide:
• integrated systems for apprenticeship
management,
• provision of online learning, integrated with
apprenticeship management systems,

• provide student-centred learning and
development opportunities,

• support and development of educators to use
a facilitative style of delivery, and

• deliver cost-effective workplace learning
and assessment,

• an efficient administrative structure that is
managed centrally but provides localised
support to educators and students.

• develop strong industry partnerships that
foster mutually beneficial outcomes,
• reduce costs through standard centralised
processes with localised delivery of
administrative services,
• manage their product suite for innovation
and optimisation, and
• implement a regime where educators
concentrate on educating and administrators
concentrate on administrative tasks.

An RTO can implement the operating framework
in full or as digestible increments. The following
section defines our implementable building blocks
to achieve a sustainable operating framework.
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The Building Blocks
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Workplace learning is known to be costly, but is an expec‑
tation of apprenticeships and traineeships and can be
addressed through a variety of options which combined
ensure workplace learning costs are manageable. Workplace
learning is particularly beneficial for upskilling of the mature
workforce wishing to convert to an apprenticeship or simply
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The Benefits
Implementing the Operating Framework can unlock multi-layered
and measurable benefits, including the following:
The Apprentice

Remote Learners and Non-Apprenticeships

Learning experience: Students receive a nego‑
tiated individualised learning plan that recog‑
nises current skills and outlines possible future
pathways.

Multiple opportunities to engage RTO: Delivery to
regional and remote areas improved with work‑
place delivery and assessment, negotiated indi‑
vidualised training plans and satellite classrooms.
The non‑apprentice learner has a variety of ways
to engage with the RTO through short courses as
well as full course offerings with clear supported
pathways to further professional development,
conducive to upskilling of adults that have been in
the industry for years.

Supported learning environment: Apprentices
and trainees are supported in this adaptable
learning environment through tutorials, mentoring
and individualised support. Their employer is
engaged in their education meaning that the
apprentice can adapt their courses to meet their
ability and career goals.
Multiple channels of assessment: Learning
and assessment are multifaceted. It occurs on
campus, online and in the workplace using a
variety of direct, indirect and supplementary
evidence for evaluation, the outcomes are based
on the apprentice and employer circumstances.

The Employer
Flexible teaching timetables: The employer has
input into the training that an apprentice receives
by being part of the negotiated learning plan
process. This provides more control over when an
apprentice attends training on campus, enabling
the employer to react to varying workloads, such
as high demand and weather conditions.
Up to date progress: The employer is informed on
the development of their apprentice(s) via detailed,
timely reporting that outlines the progress, atten‑
dance and attitude, and can engage in delivery
and assessment in ways that are right for them
and their apprentice.

The Educator
Better utilisation of teaching hours: With stream‑
lined, centralised processes and a focus on
administrators administering at a local level,
educators are free to deliver, innovate and support
their learners. With more income from offering the
current Scope of Registration across a broader
range of products, learners who would not have
previously engaged with the RTO become long
term customers.
Passionate and innovative educators: Educators
are following their passion and educating with
innovation and flexibility that supports learners
to progress at their own pace. Educators have
time to work with employers to efficiently manage
their apprentice workloads to deliver work‑based
outcomes as well as achieve their learning goals.

RTO as a Business
Streamlined workforce: The RTO benefits from
efficient and effective operations with the right
people with the right skill doing the right job.
Sustainable processes and procedures, allow the
RTO to adapt to employer, student and industry
needs.
An aligned product-suite: A diversified and lean
product set and an operating model provides a
consistent, engaging user experience to employers
and students, both of which has the potential
to increase income as well as sponsorship and
equipment donations.
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The Practical Application
This whitepaper presents an operating framework
focused on defining and executing implementable
change at the RTO level. However, this framework
is also genuinely scalable and can be applied at
enterprise, group or state-levels.
Practical application relies on viewing the oper‑
ating framework through four lenses: product,
student, employer and institute. Each lensed-view
can be consistently integrated with other views
to create a coherent, practical and risk-managed
work-plan that leverages the common-ground that
a referenceable operating framework provides.
At the RTO level, the specific starting point will
depend on the need, business drivers, appetite
for change and the four lensed-views across
the operating framework. A follow-up paper is
in development to address practical application
in detail.

should never underestimate the
“ We
power of someone who truly believes

in the people they’re privileged enough
to teach”
Jacinda Ardern
Prime Minister of New Zealand
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Conclusion
The VET sector has long struggled to self-change
in response to clear and consistent strategic
drivers. In our view, much-needed modernisation
has been stifled, not for lack of change appetite,
but for the absence of an implementable and
practical way to change.
The individual and collective building blocks
of our operating framework align with industry
consensus on WHAT to change, and provide the
missing link, in HOW to change.

Lastly, COVID-19 has presented the sector with
an external driver of rapid change that is forcing
providers to adopt system and technology inno‑
vation that will expand the use of distance learning
and alternative assessments14.
Building on this momentum to define what the
future looks like and implement permanent
change is an opportunity that must not be missed.

Our operating framework is also built from prac‑
tical experience and takes into account COAG’s
vision, addresses key dimensions of the VET
Reform Roadmap and bakes-in the recommenda‑
tions of the Joyce Report in a cohesive, scalable
and implementable approach.
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VET in a time of crisis: Building foundations for resilient vocational education and training systems, OECD 2020

In writing this whitepaper, we’ve drawn on the deep expe‑
rience of our education consultants who have worked
closely with universities, vocational education institutes
and governing bodies over many years.
As a consequence of their expertise and insight, we’ve
identified common transformational issues, dynamic
ways to address them and practical pathways to satisfy
student and institutional need through modernisation,
business management, systemisation and innovation.
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